PIONEERING VALUE WITHOUT COMPROMISE

Wildwood Heritage Glen LITE
TRAVEL TRAILERS AND FIFTH WHEELS
HERITAGE GLEN RECREATIONAL VEHICLES ARE ABOUT INTELLIGENT DESIGN, SUPERIOR CRAFTSMANSHIP, QUALITY COMPONENTS AND RESIDENTIAL FINISHES. BUT MOST IMPORTANTLY THEY ARE ABOUT FAMILY FUN.
300BH TRAVEL TRAILER

BERKSHIRE DECOR

- PILLOWS
- SOFA
- DINETTE

300BH KITCHEN AREA
(SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL RESIDENTIAL REFER)

300BH BEDROOM
300BH BUNKROOM (SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL TV AND JIFFY SOFA)

300BH KITCHEN AREA (SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL RESIDENTIAL REFER)
272RL TRAVEL TRAILER

GRANITE DECOR

PILLOWS

SOFA

DINETTE

272RL REAR LIVING AREA

272RL BEDROOM (SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL TV)
OUTDOOR COOKING

THE EXTERIOR KITCHEN OPTION IS AVAILABLE ON SELECT MODELS OF BOTH FIFTH WHEELS AND TRAVEL TRAILERS AND FEATURES:

- PRESSED METAL COUNTERTOP AT LOW, WORKABLE HEIGHT
- HUGE CABINETS FOR STORAGE
- LARGE MINI FRIDGE
- HIGH RISE FAUCET WITH HOT AND COLD WATER
- DEEP BOWL SINK WITH PLUMBING TO ADDITIONAL ENCLOSED GREY TANK
- CONVENIENT 110V OUTLET
- BUMPER MOUNTED, SWING ARM GAS GRILL WITH LP HOOK UP
368RLBHK FIFTH WHEEL

BERKSHIRE DECOR

PILLOWS

SOFA

DINETTE

368RLBHK REAR LIVING AREA

368RLBHK BUNKROOM (SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL JIFFY SOFA)
PREPARED FOR THE SEASONS

- HEATED AND ENCLOSED UNDERBELLY WITH UNDERFLOOR DUCTED HEATING
- HIGH DENSITY, BLOCK FOAM INSULATION (SIDEWALL AND FLOOR)
- DOUBLE LAYERED FIBERGLASS INSULATION (ROOF, FRONT AND REAR WALL)
- HIGH EFFICIENCY AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM WITH THICK, INSULATED DUCTING

EXCELLENT CRAFTSMANSHIP

Only the finest attention to detail goes into each Heritage Glen. Our skilled craftsman have many years of experience building beautifully finished cabinetry. The solid nature of our well designed woodwork is another reason why Heritage Glen is the best built RV on the road.

A  Triple entry steps
B  Folding entry assist handle
C  Tinted safety glass windows
D  Dexter axles
E  Heated and enclosed underbelly
F  Laminated vacuum bonded aluminum sidewalls
G  I-Beam powder-coated frame with cambered chassis
H  Laminated vacuum bonded floor
I  Residential stain resistant carpet
J  High density block foam insulation
K  Power front landing gear (fifth wheels only)
L  Under-floor ducted heat
M  Ducted 13.5 K BTU high output air conditioning
N  One piece seamless roof (12 yr. warranty)
O  3/8” roof decking (full walk-on roof)

P  R-14 fiberglass insulation in ceiling, front cap & rear wall
Q  Standard insulated duct for central air (all models)
R  Gel coated fiberglass exterior
S  Hitch light
T  Sharp turn radius front cap
U  Laminated and vacuum bonded upper deck
HERITAGE GLEN CONSTRUCTION/ EXTERIOR FEATURES
• Dexter axles (5 yr. warranty) with 15” radial tires (16” on select models) & aluminum wheels
• Painted fiberglass front cap
• Aerodynamic travel trailer & 5th wheel front cap with LED light strips
• Wide track suspension (travel trailers)
• 3 sided aluminum-framed vacuum-bonded construction
• Gel coated fiberglass exterior
• Laminated sidewalls
• Laminated floor with in-floor heat
• 6’5” full walk-in 5th wheel slide-outs (N/A bed slides)
• One level, full stand-up height 5th wheel Upper Decks
• 30” smooth fiberglass radius main entry door (26’ secondary)
• Swing arm entry assist handle
• Extra large full pass-thru storage (per floorplan)
• One touch electric awning with adjustable Legs (1 year warranty)
• Marine grade exterior speakers with blue LED light
• Exterior TV bracket with cable and power outlet
• Upgraded ABS fender skirts
• Grab handle at 5th wheel interior steps
• Interior grab handle at entry door
• Powder coated I-beam frame
• Water heater by-pass
• 5th wheel docking station
• Power flush floor slide-out systems
• 16 Gal. per hour G/E quick recovery DSI water heater (2 year warranty)
• Stabilizer jacks
• Backer for rear ladder
• One piece seamless roof (12 year warranty)
• Full walk-on roof

HERITAGE GLEN OPTIONS
• Free-standing dinette with 4 chairs
• Swivel rocker recliner (2)
• Living room ceiling paddle fan (5th wheels)
• Whirlpool® residential refrigerator with inverter (all models)
• Roof Ladder
• 15,000 BTU ducted A/C with quick cool
• Outside shower (travel trailers)
• 50 amp service
• Washer/dryer prep (5th Wheels)

Contact your Heritage Glen dealer for a complete list of options.
TOP 15 HERITAGE GLEN FEATURES

1. High Rise Faucet with Pullout Sprayer
2. Radius Edge LG® Solid Surface Kitchen Countertops with LED Lighting
3. Jumbo Booth Dinette with Real Wood Top
4. Extra Large Pot and Pan Drawers at the Dinette Base
5. Convenient Laundry Chute Directly to Pass Thru Storage
6. Residential Curtain Rods with Premium Window Treatments
7. Residential Bedding Collection
8. Tri-Fold, E-Z Set Up Sleeper Sofa
9. Painted Gel Coat Fiberglass Front Cap with Light Strips on Lite Series Travel Trailers and Fifth Wheels, Won’t Fade, Chalk or Crack
10. Standard Exterior TV Bracket on Every Heritage Glen
11. Wide Track Suspension (Travel Trailers Only) with Aluminum Rims
12. Docking Station with Quick Winterization Feature (Fifth Wheels Only)
13. Blue LED Lighted Marine Grade Exterior Speakers
14. One Touch Electric Awning with “Quick Pitch”
15. Heated and Enclosed Underbelly
1. Furrion Back Up Camera Prep
2. Furrion Solar Panel Prep
3. Furrion CD/DVD/ FM/USB Player with Bluetooth
4. Stainless Steel, Single Bowl, Undermount Sink
6. Power Stab Jacks
7. Recessed Stove with Glass Stove Cover
8. LED Awning Light
9. LED Interior Lights
10. Power Tongue Jack (Power Tongue Jack is Not Included on 5th Wheels)
11. LED Countertop Lights
### Hitch Weight (lbs)
- **T272RL**: 845
- **T282RK**: 700
- **T299RE**: 730
- **T300BH**: 570
- **T302BH**: 1060
- **T311QB**: 936
- **T312QBUD**: 870
- **T326RL**: 977

### Axle Weight
- **T272RL**: 6390
- **T282RK**: 6999
- **T299RE**: 7439
- **T300BH**: 6650
- **T302BH**: 8439
- **T311QB**: 7579
- **T312QBUD**: 8574
- **T326RL**: 8204

### UVW
- **T272RL**: 7294
- **T282RK**: 6799
- **T299RE**: 8439
- **T300BH**: 7810
- **T302BH**: 7344
- **T311QB**: 6225
- **T312QBUD**: 7809
- **T326RL**: 8204

### CCC (cargo cap)
- **T272RL**: 2351
- **T282RK**: 2701
- **T299RE**: 2091
- **T300BH**: 2291
- **T302BH**: 2516
- **T311QB**: 2522
- **T312QBUD**: 1861
- **T326RL**: 2933

### Ext Length
- **T272RL**: 34’4”
- **T282RK**: 35’
- **T299RE**: 35’1”
- **T300BH**: 37’5”
- **T302BH**: 35’6”
- **T311QB**: 37’6”
- **T312QBUD**: 35’10”
- **T326RL**: 37’10”

### Ext Height
- **T272RL**: 11’
- **T282RK**: 11’
- **T299RE**: 11’
- **T300BH**: 11’2”
- **T302BH**: 11’
- **T311QB**: 11’
- **T312QBUD**: 11’
- **T326RL**: 11’

### Fresh Water Cap (gal)*
- **T272RL**: 54
- **T282RK**: 54
- **T299RE**: 54
- **T300BH**: 54
- **T302BH**: 54
- **T311QB**: 54
- **T312QBUD**: 54
- **T326RL**: 54

### Black Water Cap (gal)
- **T272RL**: 30
- **T282RK**: 30
- **T299RE**: 30
- **T300BH**: 30
- **T302BH**: 30
- **T311QB**: 30
- **T312QBUD**: 30
- **T326RL**: 30

### Grey Water Cap (gal)
- **T272RL**: 48
- **T282RK**: 60
- **T299RE**: 60
- **T300BH**: 60
- **T302BH**: 60
- **T311QB**: 60
- **T312QBUD**: 60
- **T326RL**: 60

### Tire Size (in)
- **T272RL**: 15”
- **T282RK**: 15”
- **T299RE**: 15”
- **T300BH**: 15”
- **T302BH**: 15”
- **T311QB**: 15”
- **T312QBUD**: 15”
- **T326RL**: 15”

### Awning Size (ft)
- **T272RL**: 20’
- **T282RK**: 21’
- **T299RE**: 18’
- **T300BH**: 20’
- **T302BH**: 20’
- **T311QB**: 18’
- **T312QBUD**: 18’
- **T326RL**: 12’

---

*Includes hot water heater

See back cover for more information on weights.
See back cover for more information on weights. *Includes hot water heater
PRE-DELIVERY INSPECTION FACILITY
20,000 square feet of quality assurance. The bare essentials for a premium product. This state-of-the-art facility gives immediate daily feedback to production for quality assurance in every unit built.

GVWR (Gross Vehicle Weight Rating) - is the maximum permissible weight of the unit when fully loaded. It includes all weights, inclusive of all fluids, cargo, optional equipment and accessories. For safety and product performance do not exceed the GVWR.

GAWR (Gross Axle Weight Rating) - is the maximum permissible weight, including cargo, fluids, optional equipment and accessories that can be safely supported by a combination of all axles.

UVW (Unloaded Vehicle Weight)* - is the typical weight of the unit as manufactured at the factory. It includes all weight at the unit’s axle(s) and tongue or pin and LP Gas. The UVW does not include cargo, fresh potable water, additional optional equipment or dealer installed accessories.

*Estimated Average based on standard build optional equipment.

CCC (Cargo Carrying Capacity)** - is the amount of weight available for fresh potable water, cargo, additional optional equipment and accessories. CCC is equal to GVWR minus UVW. Available CCC should accommodate fresh potable water (8.3 lbs per gallon). Before filling the fresh water tank, empty the black and gray tanks to provide for more cargo capacity.

** Estimated average based on standard build optional equipment

Each Forest River RV is weighed at the manufacturing facility prior to shipping. A label identifying the unloaded vehicle weight of the actual unit and the cargo carrying capacity is applied to every Forest River RV prior to leaving our facilities.

The load capacity of your unit is designated by weight, not by volume, so you cannot necessarily use all available space when loading your unit.

All information contained in this brochure is believed to be accurate at the time of publication. However, during the model year, it may be necessary to make revisions and Forest River, Inc., reserves the right to make all such changes without notice, including prices, colors, materials, equipment and specifications as well as the addition of new models and the discontinuance of models shown in this brochure. Therefore, please consult with your Forest River dealer and confirm the existence of any materials, design or specifications that are material to your purchase decision.

Forest River, Inc. encourages our customers to purchase their Forest River products from a local dealership whenever possible for the following reasons:

1) Forest River, Inc. dealers are independently owned and operated businesses so priority service and scheduling is at their discretion and is often provided to customers that purchased their unit at that dealership.

2) Purchasing locally allows customers to establish meaningful relationships with a dealer, enhancing the RV experience through assistance with product questions, user tips or RV regulations for your state or country, and much more!

3) Canadian customers must meet requirements to bring an RV purchased out of the country to their home. These requirements may involve additional inspections and certifications, taxes and fees. Your local Canadian Dealer is a professional at meeting these requirements.

4) Scheduling timely warranty repairs and adjustments through a local dealership provides far greater flexibility and convenience to you, the customer!

For a worry-free ownership experience Forest River includes one year of Coach-Net RV Technical & Roadside Assistance with each RV purchase. Whether new to the RV lifestyle or an experienced RV enthusiast, Forest River owners have 24/7 access to technical, operational and emergency road service coverage throughout the US & Canada. Coach-Net’s fast, dependable service is just a phone call away.
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